A Lesson to the West: The Human Rights Legitimacy of the Arab Spring Protesters
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Your armed forces, who are aware of the legitimacy of your demands [...] will not resort to use of force.
(Egyptian Army addressing protesters in Tahrir Square, Cairo, 31 January 2011)

1. Introduction: One Rebel Lights the Fuse

Albert Camus understood a rebel as a man who says both no and yes. He says «no» once the limits of the tolerable have been crossed. By rebelling, he also says «yes» to a certain project, a future. Mohamed Bouazizi, the 23-year-old university graduate and vegetable seller who set himself on fire in Tunisia on 17 December 2010, said «yes» to rebellion when he said «no» both to a corrupt system and his own life in front of the Sidi Bouzid police headquarters.

Bouazizi’s project of a good life had been crushed slowly by a regime which provided no opportunities. If in the «no» of the rebel there is an implicit right to resist, the resistance capacity of Bouazizi had been reached. His act was no mere suicide but a public symbol: a call for political action. The symbol reflected the plight of an individual, and not of a particular collective nation, a Pan-Arab or Pan-Muslim project or otherwise a religion or ideology. In contrast with the revolutions of the 1950s, when the figure of Gamal Abdel Nasser personified revolt against French and British colonialism, the hero was in the antipodes of a man of power.

Indeed, Bouazizi personified disempowerment. His claim did not concern gross human rights violations such as torture, forced disappearances or other extreme forms of state repression present in the region. He did not pursue any form of religious self-sacrifice. It was a much humbler and desperate claim: the
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right of an individual to sell fruits and vegetables from a cart in the street without paying bribes or being harassed. The modest will of a simple citizen to live a dignified life and not that Hobbesian «nasty, brutish and short» experience. Tragically, he did use a brutal form of violence, only against himself.

By eliminating his own life the rebel Bouazizi also rejected and destroyed the figure of the subordinate to the regime. Living oppressed was no longer an option. Thus, he took his own life and helped trigger a collective rebellion. Bouazizi act brings back to memory Camus’ aphorism: «I rebel, therefore we exist». From the moment of rebellion onwards anything was possible and the unexpected could become a reality.

Then the protesters went on to the streets demanding constitutional democracy at the national level. Hence, their political discourse shifted from the various strands of Pan-Arabism and Pan-Islamism that dominated much of the region’s history in the second half of the 20th century to a national agenda with clear objectives. They saw from one day to the other how the pillars of the regime started shaking. As a leaflet in the Madrid Puerta del Sol protests would read months later «[He] did not know it was impossible, he just went and did it».

The brutal response of the Tunisian regime did nothing but to precipitate its own downfall and allow other people from other countries to realise that their Arab postcolonial republican regimes, inheritors of the 1950s and 1960s coups d’état had clay feet. Indeed, the self-immolation would set alight a fuse that would cross to Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Syria and Bahrain, each with its own particularities, and would encourage various civic protests (ergo with fundamentally different claims) across the Mediterranean from Madrid to Athens and then on to New York, for the time being.

**Peaceful Resistance vs. Political Violence**

During the last four decades, suicide bombers in the region have aimed at murdering public authorities or civilians of other ethnic groups. Bouazizi aimed not at killing but at exposing its lack of legitimacy and uncovering the falsehood of its claim to popular sovereignty. As an attack against the regime’s legitimacy, self-sacrifice proved an effective trigger. Massive peaceful resistance would then prove a far more powerful method for regime change than any violence against one self or others. The triumph of
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non-violent resistance over the use of political violence in Egypt and Tunisia (including the lack of protagonism of al-Qaeda) has given hopes to believe that a different way of doing politics in the region is possible. The achievements of the peaceful protests might lead by example to other actors in the region (e.g., Hamas). As Stéphane Hessel, the veteran of the French anti-Nazi Resistance, writes in his 2011 book Be Outraged!, the future belongs (or at least should belong) to non-violence and understanding between cultures11.

The example of the civic protests in Egypt’s Tahrir Square, organised via digital and mobile networks, would prove particularly attractive for civic movements on the other shore of the Mediterranean. Their members were disenfranchised youth impoverished by the financial crisis to whom the political system seemed tailored for corruption and had little to offer in areas such as housing and employment and who sought more effective participation in public affairs12. The example even inspired protesters in Tel Aviv demanding fair housing13. Hence, in Madrid, in May 2011, prior to the regional and municipal elections the Puerta del Sol Square was the scenery of the largest spontaneous demonstration (and camp site) in Spain to date. The images remarkably resembled those of the Tahrir Square in February 201114. The means employed were the same as in Tahrir: digital media, mobile phones, internet social networks. Technology made it possible for all the various movements to learn from each other in real time (as well as to uncover police brutality on the spot).

Moreover, the interrelation between civic protest movement across the globe was evidenced by use of symbols. The Occupy Wall Street protesters, for example, wore eye patches in honour of Ahmed Harrara, the Egyptian protester who lost his first eye on the 25 January’s events and the second eye in later protests in Tahrir and on Cairo’s November 2011 clashes in Mohammed Mahmoud Street, when protesters demanded swifter transfer to civilian rule from the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces15 (many other protesters lost eyes or were wounded by police shooting rubber bullets directly at them). Without attempting to mystify these developments and their impact, and taking into account historical precedents and the differences between each of the autocracies affected, the Arab Spring and its message has brought to many a great deal of optimism in a time of political
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12 P. Velasco, No nos representan..., cit.
13 J. Beinin, The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict and the Arab Awakening, 1 August 2011, in Middle East Research and Information Project, at www.merip.org, online journal (last visited on 12 January 2012).
violence and despair linked to the financial crisis, lack of opportunities and pervasive corruption.\(^{16}\)

### 2. A Lesson to the West

Due to the absence of human rights protection in the North Africa and Middle East countries, most people framed their fight throughout the uprisings as a fight not only to overthrow their leaders, but a fight for «justice». As participants recall, they defined justice as the opposite of what they experienced for decades: the negation of their most basic human rights. Of course, most protesters would not really know too much detail about the specific nature of human rights treaties and corresponding human rights narratives. They were guided by their grievances. They knew that they deserve better and that whatever human rights they were entitled to, these have been violated repeatedly and therefore they fought and are fighting to gain protection. This was very clear to those present in Tahrir in early February 2011.\(^{17}\)

Indeed, the regimes in Tunisia and Egypt fell ultimately because they lost legitimacy and political support amongst both common citizens and elites and thus the necessary support needed to maintain themselves.\(^{18}\) The regimes lacked a minimum degree of legal protection for members of the respective societies to engage genuinely in reasonable politics.\(^{19}\)

And so, the civic movements, through their legitimate rebellion have taught Western leaders a number of lessons. First, supporting autocracies and hence preventing political participation proved to be an unsustainable strategy leading to a highly volatile scenario and ultimately a cause for regret. Initiatives such as Sarkozy’s Mediterranean Union that ignored urgent needs for democratic reforms or peace building exemplify this weakness.

Second, the movements have also helped vanish a distorted image of North Africa and the Middle East as an obscure nest of Islamic fundamentalists, and helped provide a global audience a more nuanced understanding of the region’s political and social diversity. Critically, the movement has shown to such audience the existence and political muscle of a civic minded socially conscious group of people willing to take risks to achieve democratic reforms and individual rights. Indeed,
these intense efforts of the protesters to bring about the end of authoritarianism and to establish constitutional democracy do not fit in well with existing dichotomous narratives of Schmittian liberals who defend «illiberal means for liberal ends» and Western superiority against its alleged enemy, Islam.

In contrast to liberal multiculturalists, Schmittian discourses present a superior and civilised «us» against an obscure and caricatured «them» as part of a campaign to save «Western Civilisation» from Islam. It also defines migrants as impermeable obscure groups which constitute ultimately a security threat. Its existential view of the problem of diversity allows it to take positions which otherwise are against the principle of tolerance itself. According to such views, Western powers should also be wary of democratic transitions due to the risk of Islamist forces reaching power.

Such understanding of a Western superiority has accompanied tacit or direct strategic support to autocratic rulers (e.g., a situation symbolised according to Roger Cohen by Berlusconi’s «Arab dancer» episode). The tendency has reflected in a retreat from the use of «multiculturalism» as a term (even when multiculturalist policies per se where not present as such) and a rise in populist discourses of an inward, narrowly nationalist and anti-immigrant nature unwilling to engage on open discussions about culture. Orhan Pamuk has described the overall move as exposing a «fading dream of Europe».

Hence, when the alleged obscure «them» engages in massive peaceful civic resistance in favour of liberal democracy the fallacy is exposed. In reality, the Arab Spring is a sign of the universality of the idea of justice and its global presence. The protesters in North Africa should in this sense lead to Western governments to turn their policies upside down and invest in democratisation across the Mediterranean. The decades-old «either/or» excuse used both by foreign powers and domestic dictatorial elites that democracy would bring Islamists to power has not withstood the legitimacy and the strength of the different forces present in the protesters.

Third and finally, protesters have shown «the West» how human rights (or justice and dignity) are a grass rooted claim fought for in the streets when necessary and who are its ultimate subjects. Their message seems to state: «no matter how long you deny them to us, we will take them back». Thus, the success of the
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North Africa and Middle East popular protests has further weakened a pervasive paradigm of Western moral supremacy united to an understanding of human rights as belonging to national and international elites as their legitimate interpreters of human rights discourses. In this sense, they have made again relevant that third paragraph of the Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which states that «[W]hereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law»\(^{25}\). The battle has just begun and different alliances between political actors will determine whether democratisation advances against authoritarianism, «deep state» security forces and/or religious intolerance\(^{26}\).

3. The Bumpy Road Ahead

The demise of the authoritarian regimes in Egypt and Tunisia, the violence in Yemen, Libya and Syria and other developments in the region signify a new beginning but will also bring repression, suffering and political violence\(^ {27}\). The promise of democracy and human rights will indeed face difficult times. Apart from outright violence against civilians and other forms of violent repression, there are other real threats which need to be confronted such as regression linked to political advances of fundamentalism and the resistance of the remaining old regime structures or further tensions linked with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict\(^ {28}\).

3.1. Fundamentalism, Justice and the Will to Deliberate

Political Islam is a dominant local political force within the new balance of forces in the region. Paradoxically, this counters the civic protesters’ ideas of a governance system based on «neutral» or secular political autonomy of citizens. The success of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party (FJP, 46% of the votes) and especially that of the Salafist Hizb al-Nour («Party of the Light», 24%) in the first phase of the post-Mubarak elections, and that of En Nahda (literally «Renaissance», 37% of the votes in the October Constituent


Assembly elections) in Tunisia shows political mobilisation on religious grounds is as powerful as ever. The fact that a mobilisation largely initiated by secular forces has led to a victory of conservative Islamic parties after elections in Egypt and Tunisia constitute in this sense a paradox.

The electoral success of political Islam is not too surprising taking into account its role as a channel of resistance and political discontent in the Arab world. The reasons for the strength of political Islam are manifold: the failed promise of modernity in North Africa and the Middle East has contributed to the success of fundamentalism. Hence, the «economic losers of the Middle East» and their alienation and uprooting has led many to yearn for a pre-modern past where the laws of God and those of man ruled together in harmony. Other reasons for Islamist success have been their denouncing corruption and secular dictatorships, and their emphasis on justice and dignity, words that have resonated in the Arab Spring more than democracy and human rights. Last but not least the Islamists also mobilise impoverished classes through parallel welfare systems. It is understandable that parties which provide access to education or health receive political support from their beneficiaries.

Some of the political forces arising out of the revolts aim directly against the principle of tolerance itself; that is, they are not willing to deliberate or «agree to disagree» on religious questions or to de-link religion from the political and legal system. The modern principle of equal rights of all citizens, irrespective of religious or ethnic belonging or gender is seen by fundamentalists as countering a social order based on the laws of God. A fundamental problem arises when those forces that claim to be holders of the ultimate truth and are not interested in deliberative democracy get closer to political power.

The mainstream Islamic parties in Turkey, Egypt and Morocco share the word «justice» in their titles. Hence, just as the «light» of the Egyptian Salafist «Party of the Light» is not that of the Age of the Enlightenment, when Islamic parties talk about justice they tend to do so through the particular lenses of a world-view based on religious values. However, they seemingly seek to balance such values with those of secular democracy (e.g., restricting their religious conservatism to moral and social issues). Fundamentalist parties, on the other hand, seek an idea of justice which promotes a particular religious end only...
and does not enable citizens to achieve equality (particularly women). In this regard, Amartya Sen points to an interesting distinction based on Indian jurisprudence: that of justice as niti (an ideal organisational propriety and behavioural correctness) and justice as nyanya (a comprehensive concept of practical justice taking into account social realities). Sen also describes the state of matsanyanya, that is, justice in the world of fish, where the big one eats the smaller. He does so to point to an idea of justice which aims at preventing manifest injustice in practice and not a transcendentally ideal institutional set up (be it based on Sharia, dialectic materialism, liberalism or any other worldview). Arriving anywhere close to such type of imperfect but real justice requires a great deal of public discussion.

Such is perhaps the form of dialogue that Jürgen Habermas would advocate for. One «based on relations of mutual recognition, reciprocal perspective taking, a shared willingness to consider one’s own tradition with the eyes of the stranger and to learn from one another».

The problem is that such process can only take place between persons willing to deliberate, and to accommodate their own opinions when rational arguments justify so, and neither those in positions of strong political power nor orthodox fundamentalists meet such criteria. Moreover, all of them are likely to use some form of transcendental institutionalism (i.e., based on a niti conception of justice) to justify their positions. A viable institutional set up will, in this sense, require pragmatism from religion based political parties, a willingness by Western governments to revisit their own positions and a way for the secular and civic forces within the region to participate democratically.

In this regard, Vivienne Boon highlights the difficulties of engaging political Islam by referring to the writings of Sayyid Qutb, an Egyptian Islamist theorist and member of the Muslim Brotherhood executed in 1966 after his third attempt to overthrow Nasser. Some of Qutb’s writings, a source of inspiration for Sunni fundamentalist groups, reject deliberation and any form of philosophy that deviates from an intuitive form of knowledge linked to Islamic faith: all ideologies outside Islamism (nationalism, liberalism and socialism) are part of jahilliya (a Quranic term for tribal and clan polytheist society existing before the arrival of Islam). In this conception of justice, dignity and the good, the jahili state of ignorance is to be overthrown, if necessary through violence.
While from a theoretical perspective anyone defending strictly Qutb’s positions would be hard to dialogue with, the reality of the forces present in the region is more nuanced and should not be looked at through dichotomous secular/Islamist lenses: a mix of secular, religious, national and transnational ideas concerning the good is present in the new balance of forces. Indeed, one of the striking features in the movements has been the absence of dogmatic fundamentalism as well as Pan-Arabism and Pan-Islamism and al-Qaeda’s chimerical ideas (i.e., abolishing the modern nation state system as imposed by the 1916 Sykes-Picot Agreement and establishing a new Caliphate from Tangiers to Indonesia)42. The revolts are instead essentially national uprisings which follow clear domestic agendas for reform43. The Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and elsewhere, has despite its utopian foundational programs functioned in practice as Islamist organisations at the national level44.

During the ongoing transitions secular forces will need to advocate for the protection of two key vulnerable groups: women and religious and ethnic minorities. The Arab Spring has undoubtedly marked a watershed in the political participation of women in the Islamic world. Moreover, a sense of solidarity across borders with the struggle of protesting women has been developed. The beating and stripping of a female protester in Cairo in December 2011 sparked the largest demonstration by women since 1919. Images of women mistreated in the streets of Cairo and instances such as the infamous «virginity tests» outraged people across the world. Women across Europe and the US engaged in an «I also wear a blue bra» campaign after an Egyptian woman was publicly undressed as a result of being beaten by the police in the street of Cairo in December 2011. Some minorities are certainly at risk. Incidents such as those of October 2011 in the state broadcasting headquarters (known as Maspero) initiated by inflammatory media treatment of Copt Christian grievances, that led to at least 24 civilians being killed by armed forces are a stark reminder45. On the other hand, the political openings linked to the crisis have seen an upsurge in the claims and hopes of national minorities. Such has been the case for example in Libya, where Berber (i.e., Amazigh) groups have made their claims heard concerning their right to maintain their culture46.

In such a complex scenario, it is early to discern to what extent...
the democratisation of Northern Africa contain the seeds of its own demise. The programs of political parties linked to the Muslim Brotherhood, particularly En-Nahda in Tunisia, seem to reflect pragmatism in this sense and a public rejection of extreme positions taking into account key interests such as tourism (e.g., the returning from exile party’s President Rachid Ghannouchi soon clarified that «bikinis and beards will have a place in Tunisia»)\(^47\).

3.2. International Relations as an Enabling Tool

The entry into stage of the people, a long neglected actor in the region, means that at least in that respect the times are indeed changing\(^48\). In this regard, human rights standards do not only contain a promise of social justice but also an explicit right of everyone to a «social and international order» in which human rights can be realised (Article 28, Universal Declaration of Human Rights). Up to now, the reality of international relations concerning North Africa and the Middle East has emptied such a promise of real meaning. Indeed, the Arab Spring has occurred in spite of and against an international order which sustained autocracies in the region. The popular protests have challenged such order successfully. Indeed, North Africa and the Middle East deserve a new order based on respect for fundamental democratic principles (which Europe should support unequivocally). In fact it is the one agreeable goal of international relations\(^49\). Hence, while assessing the complexity of international relations in the region is beyond the scope of this article, it is interesting to look back at important signs which foresaw such a development. Such is the speech of President Barack Obama in his address to the public in Cairo’s Al-Azhar University in June 2009. In hindsight, it turned to be prophetic.

Obama talked straightforwardly about the US seeking «a new beginning between the United States and Muslims around the world, one based upon mutual interest and mutual respect; and one based upon the truth that America and Islam are not exclusive, and need not be in competition. Instead, they overlap, and share common principles – principles of justice and progress; tolerance and the dignity of all human beings». Obama talked to the students about their power to «remake the world»\(^50\). This is quite remarkable when compared to his
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\(^{49}\) J. Habermas, Remarks on Legitimation Through Human Rights, cit., p. 162.

\(^{50}\) US President Barack Obama, On a New Beginning, Remarks of President Barack Obama, Al-Azhar University of Cairo, The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Cairo, Egypt, 4 June 2009.
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predecessor’s human rights record and infamous dialectics (e.g., George W. Bush’s «you are with us or against us in the war against terror»)\(^{51}\). Obama confirmed this Copernican shift in policy and claimed that governments that protect human rights are ultimately more stable, successful and secure. The previous US government would have argued oppositely (i.e., «no human rights without security»)\(^{52}\).

Two years later, in May 2011, the President of the United States would again address the same public to promise that the US would promote reform across the region, and support transitions to democracy\(^{53}\). The US, he followed, would tolerate any government resulting from free and fair elections as long as standards on political participation, non-violence, rights of minorities and women are met.

As for religious diversity and gender, the US position is surprisingly more committed to accommodating religious traditions than some European countries. Thus, Obama called on Western countries to «avoid impeding Muslim citizens from practicing religion as they see fit – for instance, by dictating what clothes a Muslim woman should wear» and criticised those who «disguise hostility towards any religion behind the pretense of liberalism». Finally, the US «cannot hesitate to stand squarely on the side of those who are reaching for their rights, knowing that their success will bring about a world that is more peaceful, more stable, and more just»\(^{54}\).

To what extent such promises, in essence moral claims framed in a human rights narrative, will be accompanied by coherent action will be used to measure the honesty of the statement. In real terms, his speech should be read with more prosaic and tangible policy interests of the US in mind: continuous flow of oil at fair prices, stopping nuclear proliferation of Iran, protecting key allies fighting terrorism and promoting reforms in a way that benefits US interests in the area\(^{55}\). While the message of Obama is part of a much more complex puzzle, US foreign policy will surely be a fundamental factor. As an actor playing an Israeli soldier who saves an Egyptian in the performance *Come as You Are*, by Fouad Mohamed and Nir de Volff, notes comically: «both Coca-Cola and tear gas come from the US». The market and the security apparatuses in the region will ultimately reflect the policies of the main world powers\(^{56}\).
4. Conclusion

Once again a historical transition has come as a surprise to many. The Arab Spring, sparked by the desperate rebellion of a single youngster against a regime which prevented him from making a living and followed on by women and men activists of various creeds, represents a victory of peaceful civic resistance by those disempowered against a status quo of post-colonial corrupt autocracies tolerated by the West. Non-violent activism has achieved in Tunisia and Egypt what political violence has failed to do in other scenarios.

The Arab Spring has taught Western leaders first that supporting authoritarianism and preventing reform is an unsustainable strategy leading to highly volatile scenarios and ultimately a cause for regret. Secondly, it has crushed a caricatured image of North Africa and the Middle East as a cradle of fundamentalists by exposing to a Western (and global) audience a more nuanced view of the region and critically the existence and political muscle of a civic minded socially conscious group of people, including women, willing to risk themselves to achieve democratic reforms and individual rights. Third, these protesters and activists, whose protagonism has outweighed national and international elites, have also taught Western societies and their leaders a lesson about ownership and human rights (or justice and dignity) as a grass rooted claim fought for in the streets when necessary, a lesson about democracy in the global age understood as public discussion within and across borders.

The Arab Spring has thus strengthened a layer of international relations: that between its individual citizens who share outrage before injustice and develop strategies to address it, all in real time. The movement has galvanised democratic participation in the region and beyond. Human rights NGOs, bloggers, other parts of civil society, have been intensively involved in the revolts. Women have had a role and a resonance they never had before.

The Eastern protesters have also implications for the West in terms of European domestic policy. At a time characterised by Schmittian narratives based on Western superiority, the protesters have insisted on upholding justice and dignity (so-called «Western values») against leaders often recognised and/or tacitly supported by different Western governments.
Indeed, these developments happen at a time when Europe debates its own cultural foundations confronting its own *de facto* multicultural societies. By mingling with anti-migrant discourses based on a caricatured Islamic otherness, European policies have disappointed liberal-minded intellectuals abroad. If prior to February 2011, a «small-minded» Europe was the logical image of an autocratic and depressed Middle East and North Africa, after the revolts, the craving for openness on the Southern shore of the Mediterranean should lead to changes in Europe’s approach to its Islamic «other».

Not all political forces present in the transitions will be interested in developing or even entering into a discussion about constitutional patriotism. Though the Tunisia and Egyptian protesters did not seek to empower religious fundamentalism, political Islam forces of various kinds have shown a solid electoral weight. Intolerant attitudes within the Islamic political forces together with resistance to change from the structures of the old regimes remain a major threat to democratisation in the region, women and the rights of minorities. Once in power, the forces of political Islam, from the most liberal to the extremists, will see themselves forced to deal with issues of culture and policy, including the treatment of their minorities and gender issues. Western foreign policy should support efforts to balance majority rule with women and minorities’ interests in this regard.

International security policies have a potential to both block and encourage the transitions. In this sense, a settlement for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is more needed than ever, as populist forces may use any incident to escalate tension in the region. Continuous reasonable dialogue between those who hold power globally and those who mobilise on religious grounds is necessary. Dialogue will require pragmatism from all sides: from those forces which base their policies on the aesthetics of religion and the dogmas of faith, from those who believe in the superiority of Western civilisation and from those who believe in the balanced accommodation of cultural and ideological differences through democratic institutions.

Before such a challenging scenario, democracy supporters East and West share the hope for a society free from political violence and where institutions are subject to the law. It is them who will bear the weight of helping those in power calibrate religion-
based politics in order to accommodate the rights of women, minorities and secular forces. In this sense, it is high time for strengthening links between human rights actors in civil society across both sides of the Mediterranean and beyond and to seek to engage in reasonable terms of dialogue with the forces of political Islam. As mentioned earlier, Camus defined a rebel as «a man who says no»: after the Arab Spring and the loud «no» from its rebels, home and abroad, Western societies and their leaders have now yet another opportunity to learn their lessons.